
Implementing Leading Financial and 
Accounting Practices 

“Right from the outset, I was impressed with 
how tailored Eureka Solutions’ approach was 
to our needs. Whilst NetSuite is an excellent 
system, my priority was finding the right 
partner in the process who were willing to 
take the time to listen to our requirements, 
some of which were quite in depth, and to 
respond to these accordingly.” 

Head of Finance, Derby County Football 
Club, Eureka Solutions NetSuite client

Using the SuiteSuccess model, Eureka Solutions delivers a proven 
solution that can rapidly and confidently rise to these challenges, 
taking businesses from zero to the cloud in 100 days or less – a pre-
configured solution and methodology that includes:

Proven detailed workflows.

Pre-configured role-based dashboards.

Role and industry specific KPIs.

Eureka Solutions specialises in implementing business 
systems that ensure our clients have the information 
they need in order to run their businesses more 
profitably. 

NetSuite delivers a unique set of processes, activities and systems 
specifically designed to deliver value. By unifying the front and 
back office, NetSuite gives companies access to the true financial 
status of the organisation in real-time. With Financials First, we 
deliver pre-defined user dashboards that are specific to your role 
and developed from our years of experience with businesses just 
like yours. There’s no waiting to get started. Your business is ready 
to grow from the start.

As the pace of change accelerates, some companies struggle to keep 
up – especially those still relying on aged, on-premise systems. While 
they strive to improve business performance and increase customer 
satisfaction in an increasingly competitive environment, businesses 
today need:

Metrics based on reliable data.

Efficient, automated processes.

Maintenance of compliance and control.

Flexibility resulting in an ability to scale.

DELIVERING TRANSFORMATIVE RESULTS

No need to start from scratch defining what you need 
your financial and accounting system to do – NetSuite 
comes with leading practices, gained from thousands of 
successful implementations, built in. 

SOLUTION:
SuiteSuccess

Continuous Customer Lifecycle Engagement to 
ensure seamless continuity from sales to service  
to support.

Full visibility across the organisation to  
operate at the speed of modern business,  
drive results and scale.

Industry-based leading practices built from 
nearly 20 years of collective implementation 
experience to drive value from Day 1.

150+ pre-built reports and pre-configured 
roles with dashboards and business intelligence 
metrics. 

Fully flexible platform which allows for 
customisation to industry and business need

SUITESUCCESS



Why NetSuite?
NetSuite is the world’s number one cloud-based business 
management system, run by over 40,000 organisations. These 
forward-thinking businesses have chosen NetSuite because it 
streamlines processes and unifies systems for a complete picture, 
for both the business and its customers on one single, secure 
platform. 

Making the move to NetSuite means automatically delivered product upgrades, saving on ongoing IT resources and, 
importantly, it is a flexible and fully scalable platform that grows as the business does.

Eureka Solutions will deliver a unified and proven phased 
pathway, tailored to suit your strategy and priorities.

Support your entire business in the cloud.

Scale with ease.

Gain a more complete picture of your business.

Future proof your organisation.

www.eurekasolutions.co.uk
enquiries@eurekasolutions.co.uk
Tel: 01355 581 960

West Point House
5 Redwood Place, Peel Park
East Kilbride G74 5PB

Eureka Solutions is widely recognised as one of the UK’s leading 
NetSuite partners and our team boasts some of the industry’s 
most experienced NetSuite professionals - from system 
specification through to development, implementation and 
ongoing support.

Having won multiple awards for innovation, technical expertise 
and customer service, Eureka Solutions has been implementing 
business systems that give our customers the visibility they need 
to profitably run their business for over fifteen years.

“As our business expands it’s crucial that we have 
a business management system that grows with 
us, allowing our teams to react quickly to change, 
problems and opportunities. We were looking for one 
system that would unite us across dozens of offices 
and airport locations.” 

Head of Business Systems, Loganair, 
Eureka Solutions NetSuite client

A Proven Path to Success for Financials

With NetSuite you can:

Eureka Solutions is the ideal partner  
for your SuiteSuccess journey.

Get in touch today to talk through your requirements. 


